Let r -e2iT", where I is an odd prime and let p be a prime ideal in the field k(Ç) and u an integer in the field with p and u> prime to I. Then there exists an integer a such that, if 2V(p) is the norm of p, uvr<to-i)li m f-(modp), and we write (./,)« {f}-f.
The symbol on the left is termed a power character. The integer u> is congruent to the /th power of an integer in the field k(Ç) modulo p if, and only if, 
then
For the case where w is a unit in k(Ç) these power characters were considered by Kummerf who gave among other results the relation (1) below. Kummer alsoj gave the following theorem:
If p and q are different from each other and from X = (1 -f) and are both prime ideals in the regular cyclotomic field k(Ç), then
The symbol {p/q} is defined as follows:
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[July where h h = 1 (mod /) and ir is an integer in k(Ç), h being the class number of
¿(f) ¡then
Further -k is selected to be primary. A regular cyclotomic field is one in which h is prime to /.
In 1909 Furtwängler proved that
{f}-e where a and ß are integers in a field K prime to each other and to I, at least one being primary, the said field K including the field k(Ç).
Takagi* proved that the value of the symbol \p/x] depends only upon the ideal class modulo f to which the ideal r belongs, where f!_1 is the relative discriminant of the field K, with respect to k. In the above theorem p is an integer in a field which contains k(Ç) and r is an arbitrary ideal prime to / in this field. Two ideals ai and ct2 are said to belong to the same class modulo f if, and only if, two integers yx and y2 exist such that 7i0i = 72o2 with 7i=72 (mod f). Other theorems concerning power characters have been given, but reference to the above will be sufficient to indicate the character of the results given in the present paper.
In the first place we may note that Furtwängler's result is not a direct generalization of Kummer's law of reciprocity, as the symbol { p/q} is not employed in the general field; in fact it is not defined when p belongs to an exponent which is a multiple of /. Furtwängler's result may be deduced from Takagi's, quoted above, the latter result obviously giving us information concerning the power character of {p/x} when r belongs to an exponent which is a multiple of I, as well as all other types of ideals.
The proofs of the results of Furtwängler and Takagi are extremely long and complicated. It seems to me possible that simpler proofs might be obtained for the cyclotomic field at least by introducing new points of view into the theory of the power characters in the cyclotomic field itself. Having this in view, in the present paper I shall show how the value of the symbol {p/v} may be completely determined where p is an integer and r any ideal in the field k(Ç), the integer p being singular and k(Ç) being properly irregular. A cyclotomic field k(Ç) is said to be properly irregular if it is irregular and none of the units E(, ¿ = 1, 2, • • • , (I -3)/2, is the ith power of a unit in ¿(f), where En = eB; 393 R= (1 + sr~2n + s2r~in + • ■ ■ + j<«-«>«r-"(,-*))r,\ the symbol 5 representing the substitution (f/fr) in the notation of the Kronecker-Hilbert symbolic powers; r is a primitive root of / and /(í-na-r-ov" Va -»a -r1)/ Also the integer « in ¿(f) is said to be singular, if and only if («) is the Zth power of an ideal j in k(Ç) but i is not a principal ideal.
In this type of field it will first be necessary to determine the value of the symbol {co/p} where w is a unit in k(Ç) and p is an arbitrary ideal in k(Ç) prime to /. The germ of the method I shall employ to accomplish this is due to Kummer who, in his 1857 Memoir on Fermat's last theorem,* found the value of
III'
where the class number of k(Ç) was divisible by / and not by I2 and Bn was the single Bernoulli number in the set Bi, B2, ■ ■ ■ , 5(¡_3)/2 which was divisible by /; 5i = l/6, B2 = l/30, etc.; p was an arbitrary ideal in the field.
However, during the course of this proof Kummer employed without proof or reference the relation
where m is not a multiple of I -1 and the subscript zero of d indicates that v = 0 is substituted in the result after the operations are performed. Also <p and <f>i are polynomials in e" with rational integral coefficients and <p(Ç) -*i(r).t I encountered the principal difficulty in carrying through this investigation in connection with this unproved statement of Kummer; in fact, I have been able to establish it only under restrictions (cf. Lemma 2).
Concerning properly irregular cyclotomic fields, it should be noted that through some computations carried out recently by Miss E. T. Stafford and the writer it was found that the fields defined by 1 = 37, 59, 67, 101, 103, * Berlin Abhandlungen, Mathematisch-Physikalische Klasse, 1857, pp. 41-74. t Several of the devices employed in my method for deriving this result, under restrictions, are not used by Kummer in any of his papers and I have no idea of the method he used if he really possessed a proof. It is possible that he employed the erroneous formula obtained by him and quoted on page 45, (7a), of the report on Algebraic Numbers, II, Bulletin, National Research Council, February, 1928 , as differential coefficients, of the type used in the theorem under discussion, appear therein.
131, 149 and 157 are properly irregular. The work was carried through for all primes / less than 200. No irregular fields other than properly irregular fields were discovered.
The theorem of Kummer's, given in the first article of his quoted in the present paper, is as follows :
(1) ind En h-**±_>_ mod 0 ;
where ÍEL-.
find*,,.
{7}-q
o is a rational integer, 0<a<l -1; r is a primitive root of /,
x is arbitrary, q is an ideal prime in k(Ç) whose norm is q', g is a primitive root of q, h ranges over the integers 0, 1, 2, • • • , q' -2, excepting (q' -l)/2 if q is odd and excepting zero if q is even. The primitive root g is selected so that
If 0<k<q' -1, then we write
The symbol
means that the (/ -2«)th derivative of log 4>*(ev) is taken with respect to v and v = 0 substituted in the result, e being the Napierian base. Further a is selected so that
is prime to I. It is known that
where c ranges over the integers cci s 1 (mod /), and \x | is the least positive residue of x modulo /, and ci is in the set 1, 2, • • • , l -\. Also, the qc represents the ideal obtained from q by the substitution (f/fc).
Assume that q belongs to the exponent j7<_1, where y is prime to / and *>1, so that g)i,-1(,_1) = (w), where w is an integer in k(%) such that w = l (mod (1-f)). Raising both sides of (2) Now wc' = 1 (mod (1 -f)) and if
with the ¿'s rational integers, we write
Raise both sides of (2a) to the power /. We may then apply Lemma 2 (which is proved later) to the resulting relation, noting that (^a'(l)),!,(i-1) = l (mod /<+1); wc(f) = wc; wc(l) = l and if m^O (mod (/ -1)) we obtain, after dividing through by I,
and using a relation which I have proved in another paper* we obtain " , dp»"' log a>c(e') _ <do",'log«(««)
The expression 2<¿mi may be reduced as follows. Consider Hence we have to show that r + 1 -s r -1 >-
I-1
We have (l -2)r>l-s.
Transposing -r to the right hand member and also adding 1-I to each member, we obtain our results after dividing through by 1 -1. Hence (3b) follows if we note that the second term in the expansion is zero and l>3, and also by the von-Staudt-Clausen theorem Zô*_r is a fraction whose denominator is prime to /; and applying (3b) to the congruence involving L we obtain L = ((a + l)6 -a" -1)(-\)dl2~lBm The writer has provedf that
a-1 ,-1 \s / \a/ where i is an arbitrary integer, n is an integer prime to the prime p and not unity, and a y a =-(mod n) (0 ^ ya < n).
P
Put ¿ = (¿i+l) in this relation; we obtain, as in the proof of (3b), if p =1 i-i
(»n-1 -1) &« -i"°1-" 2>«°* (mod/*1).
Using (3b) in this relation, we obtain (5) (n*** -1)(-l)<*-»/*£(n.i>/i s ¿y.«,» (mod/*).
0-1
In a similar way we have, using (3b) and setting s = /..-i(7 -1) -/*-»«,
Subtracting this relation from (5) we obtain
Using (4) in connection with the above relation and noting that n'+1 -1 =n&+i_i (mod /*) we obtain do"1'' log fa(ev) ö''m + 1 -(a + l)J,m di)m!' í (5a) ,
•ßi.+n/üdo™' log «(e")
•(-1)<-»" ,. " ,, (mod/). we have do*"' log u)(ev) d0m',+1 log a)(e") dv™1* dv™1 ¡+i (mod Z<+1).
In a similar way we find doMÍ< log 4>a(ev) dam log \pa(ev)
Using these relations together with (1) and (5a) indicates that v = 0 is substituted in the ath derivative of f(e") with respect to v, and u(ev) is defined as in (2b).
The case where i = 0 is disposed of in the first paper of Kummer's referred to in the present article. By means of these several results we may determine the value of the symbol {r)/<\} where t\ is any unit in ¿(f) and q is any ideal prime to / in k{£), since the units e,-, * = 1, 2, • • • , (/ -3)/2, constitute an independent system of units, that is, there exists an integer / such that i\ can be expressed as the products of integral powers of the E's. Since the field ¿(f) is properly irregular we may select / to be prime to /. Hence (6) enables us to determine the value of the symbol.
Suppose now that 0 is a singular integer in k(Ç) which is not necessarily a unit. Since the field is properly irregular, the second factor of the class number is prime to / so that if q is a prime ideal in k(Ç) prime to 0 and /, then (qq_Oe = a), where £ is an integer in ¿(f) and g is a rational integer prime to /. Hence by where 17 is a unit in k(Ç) and X an integer in that field, we have so that (7) gives ur-mit) and the last symbol on the right hand siae is determined by means of (6) ; hence {0/q} is completely determined.
We now consider Lemma I. If AT represents the sum of terms of the type cuaprvhpr;
where a, b and c are rational integers, p is a prime integer, then
where i and s are rational integers.
We may prove this result by means of the following theorem given by Kummer*:
The highest power pN of p dividing the binomial coefficient Kummer's argument for the proof of the theorem on which the above proof depends is very complicated, however, so I shall give another proof of Lemma I.
We have (« + »)» = Ai + pAo, (u + v)*> = (iix + PA0)' = Ai + pAl + p2Al, where the (A')'s, (A")'s have similar properties to the A's. Now assume the theorem is true for the exponent p'. We shall then prove it true for the exponent pi+1. Raising both sides of the equation mentioned in the lemma for s = 1, to the power p, obviously the result may be written (Ai + pAi-j. + ■■■ + p'-'Ar)" + p»W .
Also, the term involving the parenthesis may be written
Proceeding in this manner the lemma is proved for the exponent pi+1, hence is true for any exponent which is a power of p. Using this expression for ( 
is divisible by p'~', iij=qp'; s^O. Using (10) for v = 0 the general term becomes a fraction whose denominator is prime to p and whose numerator is divisible by pi-'+w. Hence it is divisible by p'+l since i-s+qp'^.i+1. Consequently our term xn/n in the original expansion becomes after the differentiation and substitution of v = 0 a fraction whose denominator is prime to p and whose numerator is divisible by p'+1. Now consider the term in the original expansion xp"h/pah where pah^p'm and h is prime to p. Put the expression (W(evp -l))p"h in the form W2(evp -l)p". We have 
